What’s Next?
Season Finale: Classic Frontiers ~ Friday and Sunday, June 7 & 9, at 2pm, music
that speaks of the American experience. Dvorák's Sonatina, Op. 100, begins the program,
composed in New York in 1893, inspired of his two-year sojourn to the New World, set
ablaze with crackling campfires, immigrant settlers, Minnehaha Falls and the Song of
Hiawatha. William Grant Still's three movement Suite follows, wrapped in a Harlem
Renaissance of the 1930s with African-American exuberance, lamentation, and jazz. Aaron
Copland’s ballet suite, Appalachian Spring, concludes with an endearing portrait of
Pennsylvania pioneer life, elevating the spirit as no other ~ followed in perfect harmony
with Sandy’s assorted pastries and savories.
Reservations: Seating is limited and arranged through advanced paid reservation,
$25 (u nless o th erwise n oted). Co ntact Alan or Sandy Rawson, email
rawsonduo@gmail.com or call 379-3449. Notice of event details, dates and times
when scheduled will be sent via email or ground mail upon request. Be sure to be on
the Rawsons’ mailing list. For more information, visit:

Rawson Duo Concert Series, 2018 - 19

Brahms

Dvorák
with

Ian Rawson, cello

www.rawsonduo.com
H A N G I N G O U T AT T H E
R A W S O N S (take a look around)
Harold Nelson has had a lifelong passion for art, particularly photo
images and collage. It sustained him through years of working in
the federal bureaucracy with his last sixteen in Washington DC. He
started using his current collage technique in 2004, two years before
retirement from his first career and his move from Virginia to Port
Townsend. His art is shown frequently at the Northwind Arts Center
and other local venues. Harold’s 2012 triptych, “The Big Picture,” overlooks the
piano, and “Paul’s Mountain” (2011) hangs beside the woodstove. A recent copy of
Gourmet magazine made its way through the shredder to be reworked by Harold’s
hand into the triangular piece adorning the kitchen.
www.hnelsonart.com
H O U S E

N O T E S

Please, no food or drink near the piano and performing area. No photography
during performance, and be sure to turn off all electronics, cell phones, etc.
A note about chairs ~ following the music
If you wou ld like to move you r cha ir ou t o f the way for the
receptio n (o ption a l), plea se lea n them aga in st th e wall on
the carp et remn a n t next to th e wood stove a nd no t on the
sl ipp ery flo or. An y ex tra s ma y b e p la ce d i n t he n ear by
closet o r rema in setup for use ou t in the roo m. Th anks!
Cough drops are provided for your convenience.
Cover image: Czech State Railways 434.2186 (2-8-0), built in Prague, 1916
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At the home of Alan and Sandy Rawson
10318 Rhody Drive, Chimacum WA
Friday and Sunday, May 3 & 5, 2 pm

The

Rawson

Duo

Specializing in Romantic and early twentieth-century works, the Rawson Duo has
given numerous recitals on college campuses and community performing arts series across
the United States and Canada. The Rawsons now reside in Chimacum where they perform
throughout the year in the intimate setting of their home located on 7.5 acres, bringing
to life rarely heard works celebrated with warm hospitality.
Violinist Alan Rawson first pursued his music interests in his junior year in high school
as a self-taught folk guitarist, recorder player, and madrigal singer. Classical Violin studies
were begun at Cañada Junior College in Redwood City California, since their program did
not include Country and Western fiddling. He received his Bachelor of Music and Master
of Arts degrees from San Francisco State University and completed his doctorate degree
at the University of Colorado in Boulder in violin performance studying with Oswald
Lehnert while developing a passionate interest in Rocky Mountain cycling and cross
country skiing. He has served on the music faculties of Concordia College in Moorhead,
Minnesota and the University of Idaho in Moscow, and has recently retired from Minnesota
State University Moorhead where he directed the University Orchestra and taught upper
strings. He was concertmaster of the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony for twenty years and
appeared as a featured orchestral soloist several times performing works by Tchaikowsky,
Mozart, Sibelius, and Bruch, among others.

PROGRAM

Trio in C Major, Op. 87 (1882)

Johannes Brahms
(1833-1897)

Allegro
Andante con moto (Tema con variazioni)
Scherzo: Presto – Trio: Poco meno presto
Finale: Allegro giocoso

—— Interval ——

Alan has a passionate interest in exploring the music of past great composers, now all
but lost to obscurity, and he is actively researching, locating and scanning public domain
scores, making these freely available to the internet community worldwide.
A native of Fargo, ND, Sandy Rawson completed her Bachelor of Music degree in piano
performance at the University of Minnesota and continued her studies at the Musik Akademie
in Vienna, Austria. During her long tenure in the Fargo Moorhead area, she was a highly
active accompanist and large ensemble pianist performing with all the major organizations
including opera, symphony, choral, ballet, universities and public schools. She frequently
appeared on faculty and guest artist recitals at the three local universities, NDSU, MSUM,
and Concordia College. An active church organist from the age of 14, she held the post of
organist at the First Congregational Church in Fargo for 25 years and more recently at Sequim
Community Church for 12 years until the termination of their traditional service.
Sandy’s love of music is equaled by her love for cooking. A professionally trained
chef, having lived several years in Europe and Japan, international cuisine has been a
lifelong passion.

——

a VIENNESE MENU

Trio in F Minor, Op. 65 (1883)

Antonín Dvořák
(1841-1904)

Allegro ma non troppo
Allegretto grazioso
Poco adagio
Allegro con brio

——

PA P R I K Á S C S I R K E ~ C h i c k e n P a p r i k a s h
G O M B A G U LY Á S ~ M u s h ro o m G o u l a s h (v e g a n )
V L A Š S K Ý S A L Á T ~ C z e c h P o t a t o S a l a d S p re a d
L I P TA U E R ( K Ö R Ö ZÖ T T ) ~ P a p r i k a C h e e s e
MÁKOS BEIGLI ~ Hungarian Poppyseed Cake
TREŠNOVÁ BUBLANINA ~ Czech Cherry Cake

to

Roz

Rosalind Russell (1925 - 2019)
in fond memory

Elevated Candy Co. is a popular
addition to the culinary offerings of Port
Townsend. Julie and David McCulloch
started Elevated Ice Cream Co. in 1977,
making all of their ice creams on the
premises. Since 2012, they have been making handmade chocolates as well. In 2012
they purchased the chocolates company they had done business with for over 30 years, a
company founded in Seattle in 1929. Seattle natives may remember The Baker Candy
Co. of Lake City, north of Seattle.
Elevated Candy Co’s Chocolatiers and Candy
Cook continue to refine and improve on traditional

Ian Rawson started playing cello at age 11 in Fargo, North Dakota, and began his
pursuit of higher music in 2005 at Santa Monica College in California where he studied
under Kevan Torfeh (one of the top studio cellists of the LA area). In his time at SMC,
under the tutelage of his eccentric mentor, Ian enjoyed many diverse opportunities well
beyond the standard performance curricula, gaining insight into the varied life-skills
required of the freelance musician, such as an unusual study in the preservation of older,
but unremarkable automobiles. When not helping as grounds keeper and chief compliance
assistant in residence at Torfeh's Culver City private student housing annex (aka his
“halfway house for musicians”), applying the creative skill of dilapidated car shuffling to
avoid street cleaning fines and such, Ian vigorously prepared for entry into a university
music program.
In 2008, he accepted a scholarship to San Francisco State University where he studied
under Sandy Wilson of the Alexander String Quartet, with an emphasis on chamber music
performance. A year later, he transferred to California State University Northridge to
continue his studies under David Aks, joining the Samuel Goldberg and Son's Honors
String Quartet and completing his Bachelors of Music Performance in 2011.
Currently, Ian lives in the desert town of Ridgecrest,
California, with his wife, Megan, and green-winged macaw,
Beaker (and various feathered brethren). Together they enjoy
tandem bike rides and hiking in the High Sierras, and his
extra-musical interests include tinkering with all manner of
things, RC airplanes, computer tech, and especially 3D
printing. Locally, Ian performs with the Ridgecrest Trio and
other chamber groups, bringing in guest performers from
the Los Angeles area. Ian continues to perform and record
with orchestras in the Southern California region.

recipes as well as introducing new products into their
offerings, using locally sourced ingredients ever more.
Elevated Candy products can be found at the Elevated
Ice Cream Co. Candy Shop, as well as locally at the
Chimacum Corner Farmstand, Finnriver Farm in
Chimacum and Quimper Mercantile in Port Townsend.
On Bainbridge Island, ask for their chocolates at BonBon Candy shop.

Julie and David McCulloch
www.elevatedicecream.com

Elevated Candy Co features these special confections for the Rawsons’
Brahms and Dvorak performance this year:
A medley of Elevated’s extraordinary traditional creams — the silky flavorful
center of each cream is hand formed, then enrobed in a coat of dark or milk
chocolate. Elevated's downtown shop carries several different kinds of
traditional creams.
Raspberry "Strings" — a traditional jelly center made with locally grown
raspberries, enrobed in dark or milk chocolate. Raspberries from Graysmarsh
Farm in Sequim provide the perfect flavor.
Kahlua Truffle — this lovely little truffle is the perfect combination of
coffee and chocolate, made with Kahlua liqueur in a ganache center, the
perfect balance of liqueur and chocolate.
Special feature, limited quantity - using the apple cider of Alpenfire Cider,
we make a European style cider caramel enrobed in chocolate with a hint of
sea salt on the top. This Euro style caramel contains eggs, which creates a
fluffy, light and slightly tart caramel experience.

a few

Bits of Interest*

P i a n o Tr i o N o . 2 i n C , O p 8 7 ( 1 8 8 2 ) , J o h a n n e s B r a h m s
By 1880 Brahms had not composed a piano trio for almost 30 years, but then, like
no. 87 buses, two came along at once: one in C, the other in E-flat. Brahms often started
to compose contrasting pairs of works at the same time; he started these trios shortly
before the contrasting Academic Festival and Tragic Overtures. After composing the
first movements of both trios, he set them aside and, ever self-critical, eventually
destroyed the one in E-flat - despite Clara Schumann's preference for it. A couple of
years later, after finishing his second piano concerto, he returned to and completed this
C major trio.
In the 30-odd years since his Op 8 B major trio, the piano had become more powerful,
and Brahms had gained experience of writing for piano with a larger group of strings
(piano quartets and a quintet) or as soloist in a piano concerto. Consequently, the
relationship between the strings in the Op 87 trio is different from that in the much
earlier Op 8 trio. The difference is evident from the start: the work opens with the violin
and cello playing the expansive main theme (illustrated) in octaves treating them as a
* mostly hewn from the internet

single voice against the piano. In fact, all
the other movements also open with the
strings in octaves. Despite the increased
power of the 1880s piano, and Brahms'
proclivity for dense chording, it is important to bear in mind that the Streicher piano
that he was then composing at was considerably lighter in sound than a modern Steinway
concert grand: "to hear Brahms's music on an instrument like the Streicher is to realize
that the thick textures we associate with his work, the sometimes muddy chords in the
bass and the occasionally woolly sonorities, come cleaner and clearer on a lighter,
straight-strung piano. Those textures, then, are not a fault of Brahms's piano
composition." (Edwin Good).
Half-way through the movement Brahms plays a master
stroke, the tempo notches up animato and the cello transforms
the jauntily dotted opening phrase by slowing it in a heartfelt
espressivo (illustrated) above ripples on the piano.
A further modification of the opening gives the
theme for the variations of the second movement. The
rising third (now A to C) is still there, but the original
dotted rhythm is reversed into a 'Scotch snap' (as in 'body coming through the rye').
At the end of the theme Brahms pulls a cunning technical trick: the two halves of
the last 7 bars (illustrated) consist of a phrase followed by its inversion (rising intervals
replaced by downward and vice versa). Such devices reflect Brahms' thorough classical
schooling (inversion of fugue subjects was a favourite baroque device), but using

Slav flavour” ( Dvorák to the conductor Richter, 1884). His new style, apparent both here
and in the Seventh Symphony Op 70, was altogether darker and more dramatic. Another
likely influence on this piano trio was the recent death of his mother. Whatever its background,
the work was complex and masterful, full of intense contrasts - his finest chamber work yet.
The first movement starts innocuously enough with the violin and cello very quietly in
octaves. But two bars later they descend fortissimo from the heights in triplets into angry
despair with spread
chords. The cello then
introduces a quiet, tender
theme, and the movement
continues on an elegiac, emotional roller coaster with a wealth of contrasting melodic material.
The writing is complex, reminiscent of Schumann and of Dvorák's champion, Brahms.
The scherzo-like Allegretto shifts the key down a third from the previous F minor into
C# minor – actually Db minor in disguise, but Dvorák kindly gives the player only 4 sharps
instead of 8 flats! Why does Dvorák write in these complicated keys? You'd never catch
Mozart doing that. (Ironically, in the 1930's a distant American relation, August Dvorak,
designed a simpler keyboard for the typewriter!) The movement starts off with the strings
alternating notes that can sound like paired quavers in a fast conventional scherzo in 3/4,
but are actually triplets in a slower 2/4, a time signature that is confirmed when the piano
enters in the third bar. Playing 3 against 2 in interesting ways was a favourite device of
Dvorák's champion, Brahms, and indeed this work has been described as Dvorák's most
Brahmsian. The slower trio is in Db major (only 5 flats!).
The Poco Adagio is a masterpiece, if anything could have won the Viennese audience
over to a Czech composer, this would have done it. The cello introduces a melancholy,
minor key theme and then joins the violin's embellished reiteration. Now comes a stroke of
genius: the violin, unaccompanied, plays the tenderest of figures in the major that becomes
a little canon with the cello. In turn, the cello leads, again embellishing, and the violin

inversion to complete a melody looks forward, and perhaps contributed to Schoenberg's
famous view of "Brahms the Progressive".
The Presto Scherzo again starts with string octaves with the hallmark rising third,
but this time in a fleeting pianissimo in C minor. It is
gloriously contrasted in the slightly slower trio section
by one of Brah ms' wond erful soarin g melodies
(illustrated) back in C major.
String octaves and a rising third again start off the playful Finale - Allegro giocoso.
The piano accompanies with a descending figure of repeated quavers (illustrated) which
is extended and frequently recurs as a sort of laughing motif
throughout this good-natured movement.

Trio in F minor for Piano and Strings, Op. 65, Antonín Dvořák
This piano trio dates from a similar time in Dvorák's life to the Op 61 quartet played by
the Castalian at the beginning of the season. Prior to this time, Dvorák's music was Slavonic,
folk-oriented, generally genial and carefree. But, as a result of an anti-Czech political mood
in Austria, his Viennese audience had become “prejudiced against a composition with a

follows. Soon demisemiquaver rumblings in the piano presage a stormy passage (in 5 sharps,
aka 7 flats), before the violin soars away pianissimo to a top B (aka Cb) and calm returns.
All these glories are revisited before the movement ends
happily.
The Finale is based on the Czech Furiant dance – in 3/4 time with marked cross-rhythms,
the loud, energetic opening contrasting
with a lilting waltz-like episode
introduced by the violin and cello.
Towards the end, themes from the previous movement are recalled and the music pauses
before the final 8-bar dash.
~ program notes by Chris Darwin, Professor Emeritus of Experimental Psychology
School of Psychology, University of Sussex

The two composers
first came into contact
Brahms
Dvorák
when
Dvorak
was
applying for his second
state scholarship awarded
to young musicians. At
that time the now famous
Brahms was one of the
committee members who
decided on the allocation
of the grants. He had a
great appreciation for
Dvorak’s work from the very beginning and, apart from awarding him the scholarship
(which Dvorak received five times in all), he recommended the promising composer
to his Berlin publisher Fritz Simrock. The two composers probably met initially on
14 December 1878 during Dvorak’s visit to Vienna; later on Brahms met up with
Dvorak in Prague as well. They were good friends from the start (almost certainly
influenced by the respect the young composer had for the acclaimed Maestro), a
relationship fuelled by mutual admiration and interest in each other’s new works.
Dvorak’s correspondence shows that he was extremely fond of Brahms. In turn,
Brahms demonstrated his affection for Dvorak by readily agreeing to make
corrections to works due for publication while the latter was in the United States.
After Dvorak’s return from America Brahms tried to convince him to move to Vienna
with his family and even offered him his property if he did so; Dvorak never took
up this offer, however. In March 1897 Dvorak travelled to Vienna to visit Brahms,
who was terminally ill by then, and a month later he attended his funeral. As if he
had come full circle, Dvorak was then appointed member of the jury for the state
scholarship award in order to fill the position vacated by Brahms.
~ www.antonin-dvorak.cz
T h e F a mo us C ompo s e r Wh o Wa s O b s e s s e d Wi t h Tr ai ns
The words "Antonin Dvorák” are often followed by phrases like “New World
Symphony” or “folk music meets classical Romanticism.” But when the Czech
composer wasn’t at his piano or conducting a symphony in Prague, he was often
doing something quite different: obsessing over trains.
Born in Bohemia on September 8, 1841, Dvorák came of age alongside the
railroads that changed life in Europe forever. As a child in Nelahozeves, a village
between Prague and Dresden, the arrival of the railroad that connected the two
cities also changed his life. Workers from all over the Austro-Hungarian Empire
made their way to the village during its construction, and the young boy watched
soldiers and celebrities fly by on the trains, pulled by newly constructed steam
locomotives, from a house across the street from the train station.

The train may have ended his town’s sleepy way of life, but it also inspired
the young musician with a love for technology and progress. Eventually he
followed the train to Prague and, as a young and increasingly famous composer,
crisscrossed Europe on steam trains. His home base of Prague was a rail hub and
the site of not one but two impressive train stations. Dvorák, who lived within
walking distance of the Franz Josef I station, spent much of his spare time there,
befriending railroad workers and reportedly escaping boring concerts to watch
international express trains depart and arrive. He became obsessed with the
arrivals and departures of the trains, memorizing their extensive schedules and
becoming a bona fide train spotter.
Dvorák’s obsession even showed up in his personal life: At one point, he
asked a student who was dating his daughter to note the number on an international
express train, then jokingly told his daughter he would forbid her to marry him
because he botched the task. And when he visited the United States, he continued
his train spotting, though Grand Central Station apparently disappointed him
due to its lack of opportunities to watch trains pass one another. His love of
trains was so great that he once declared: “I would give all my symphonies for
inventing the locomotive.”
You’d think that someone so into trains might have made more train-like
music, but it’s hard to find locomotive influences in Dvorák’s folk-inspired songs.
That’s not to say he didn’t find inspiration near the tracks: At one point, the
composer was waiting for a festival train at the Prague station when he came up
with the theme for the opening movement of his Seventh Symphony. And weirdly
enough, his “Humoresque” was used as the background to a popular joke song in
the 20th century that transposed potty humor about train toilets over the classic
melody. It’s even said that trains eventually killed him—while standing at the
Prague train station during a train spotting trip, the composer caught a chill. He
died soon thereafter.
Trains fascinated Dvorák so much that he rearranged trips to see them and
begged acquaintances to describe their rail journeys to him. But why? He himself
told a student that he loved
the ingenuity with which each
train was built. “It consists of
many parts created by many
different components,” he
said. “Everything has a
purpose and role and the
result is amazing.” Kind of
like a symphony.
~ Erin Blakemore,
mentalfloss.com

